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When the Beta period comes to a close, we will make a decision about which Class
Set becomes the Standard. We want to ensure that our goals for the Beta period

are achieved, but only if we do so in a way that benefits the entire Diablo IV player
base. We are planning several features for the future! Some of our team is

currently working on tools to help with item filtering and class specializations to
bring new content to Classic. These tools and features are still in their early stages
and thus far are being worked on in the context of Classic, but if successful will be
ported to new Seasons. One of our key goals is to make sure items from all phases

will be easily available for players who are new to Diablo. We have also taken
precautions to ensure players can easily identify the phase of Classic from a news
post (ie. AQ drops) as not to confuse players during the first days after the launch
of Classic. We’re still iterating on these features and we welcome your feedback in

the comments below, or on the forums. Additionally, we’ve added a new game
mode (see this patch notes for details) and present some of the new champions, so

please get yourself a scratchy old notebook and prepare for action to share with
the community, but before we get to that, let’s take a look at what we’ve added
this quarter: Teleport (Both Main and Heroic) This is a replacement to Diablo III’s

main teleport system. The ability to teleport to most Teleport points on the map is
now available to all characters. Be sure to keep in mind the cost and cooldown of

this skill.
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Our ITEM FILTER was originally a part of the Nexus Item Filter for Diablo III and
Diablo II. The mod quickly grew in popularity, and we decided to develop a

standalone version of the ITEM FILTER to better serve Diablo III community. We
have decided to make the Diablo 3 ITEM FILTER available to the public and do not

support the Nexus Item Filter anymore. The mod also contains a unique direct
connect feature to help server owners find players and enable multiplayer

matchmaking! At the 2022 Xbox Games Showcase we foretold Lilith, the Blessed
Mothers return. As we march forward toward releasing Diablo IV in 2023, weve
reached a momentous milestoneallowing community members to participate in
testing early versions of the game and provide feedback. Our Closed End Game

Beta will be the first of a few opportunities for select players to experience some of
what Diablo IV has to offer. Players will be invited to test Diablo IVs robust end

game offerings using specific gameplay data. Additional details explaining what
types of players are being invited, and how invites will be sent out are

communicated later in this blog. The most important guiding principle behind the
Shop and Season Pass is to create something players love, look forward to, and
appreciate being part of the game. Cosmetics in Diablo IV create new ways for

players to express themselves and never provide advantages in-game. Players will
experience all the fun of Seasons, whether they spend anything or not. We intend
to continue our dialog with players about Shop and Season Pass, and well always
listen and seek out the community's feedback about it. It is our sincerest belief

that we can work together with the community to keep Diablo IV a living, evolving
world for many years to come! Thanks for reading, well be sharing more soon!
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